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Details Make A Difference

In our Spring Newsletter, we discussed stepping back to look at “The Big Picture” and how our Vision came into Focus with a shared set of Preservation Values. With that Big Picture now in focus, it is also clear that the Details Make All the Difference.

The details are what connect us across generations to those that walked these streets before us. It is the details that connect us to the lives and struggles – both large and small – of those people in these places.

For two centuries, an upturned torch at Monumental Church has reflected the lives extinguished too soon by the Richmond Theatre Fire. For more than a century, an eagle on the General Assembly Building’s 1912 façade stood sentinel watching over our Capitol. Several blocks away, another eagle, radiator grill in its grasp (and tongue in cheek), signaled the advent of the automobile. Exceptional craftsmanship has stood the test of time in Virginia Union University’s “nine noble” buildings of Virginia granite. This attention to detail said “We are strong. We are solid. And we will strive and succeed for centuries to come.” It is seemingly insignificant details such as these that help us to understand that our lives are significant – that our actions can - and do - make an impact on the world around us.

We are excited to have rolled up our sleeves to focus on those details. In this report, we share with you an update on our work in 2017-2018, including:

Preservation
• Monumental Church
• Masons’ Hall

Revitalization
• Neighborhood Revitalization Projects

Rehabilitation
• Westhampton School
• Downtown Revitalization/ Blues Armory

Advocacy & Education
• Master Planning
• Rehab Expo
• Lecture Programs
• Golden Hammer Awards

Cover Photo: Painting the east stairwell of Monumental Church thanks to the Elmon B. Duff Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
We are enthusiastic about partnering to think creatively about the details needed to solve the most pressing community issues. So much of our work would not be possible without the collaborative partnerships we value with The Council of Historic Richmond, the Junior Board, a host of fellow nonprofit organizations, contractors, vendors, donors, and supporters. We are grateful to these friends for their partnership and support, and energized to see the catalytic impact of attention to detail on a building, a streetscape, a neighborhood, and the entire community.

Details are what make the difference between a dry and a leaky roof. Details are what make a house a home. They are what make our neighborhoods uniquely and authentically Richmond. Details - in all their diversity - are what make our community.

Constant vigilance to those details is necessary to ensure Richmond remains a quality place for all to live, work, thrive and grow. Whether the wording of a document or the drawing of a line, attention to detail helps uplift our communities through economic and workforce development, tourism, commerce, housing opportunities and affordability, and education.

All of these details add up to something powerful – making Richmond a place that is welcoming, connecting, aspirational and transformational.

These details require work - hard work - and lots of it. Let’s drill down on those details together to make a difference for Richmond!

Thank you for joining us!

David I. Meyers
Board of Trustees President

Cyane B. Crump
Executive Director
MONUMENTAL CHURCH

Restoration work at Monumental Church progresses thanks to the generosity of our wonderful donors! Over the past year, we have continued our focus on the details of Robert Mills’ complex roof structures, as well as on exterior and certain interior finishes.

INTERIOR PROJECTS

Our meticulous work to restore the faux graining of the sanctuary doors was completed this summer. Suzanne Marion Collins with Decorative Painting restored the graining based on the curly maple pattern revealed by Maeve Bristow of Black Creek Workshop and recent paint analysis. (We plan to leave this “reveal,” shown above on the right, permanently exposed and protected by plexiglass for educational purposes.) The graining on the sanctuary doors now provides a prominent and worthy contrast to the splendid marbleized altar completed for Monumental’s 200th birthday in 2014. These remarkable examples of the visual and decorative arts were made possible by the generosity of Sara Belle and the late Neil November.

We also completed Phase II of the East Stairwell restoration through the generosity of the Elmon B. Duff Charitable Lead Annuity Trust. Phase I plaster repairs to the East Stairwell were completed in late 2016. The plaster surfaces were painted this summer with the additional funding.

EXTERIOR PROJECTS

As with all historic structures, a good roof is critical to “seal the envelope” and avoid water infiltration. In Robert Mills’ original design, he crowned an octagonal structure with both a wood shingled Delorme dome (partially concealed by a parapet wall) and a cupola – an architectural masterpiece in its beauty and its complexity. Over Monumental’s two centuries, the roof has been altered, first to replace the wood shingles with metal, and later, to cover the open space between the parapet and the dome. With the generous assistance of The Beirne Carter Foundation we have been able to investigate and identify certain sources of water infiltration, and we are developing a plan for repairs and improvements.

We have been delighted to continue our partnership with The Valentine to allow their City Center Tours special access to Monumental Church to see our restoration work as it progresses.

And with an active wedding season this year, we have been able to introduce new friends to Monumental.
MONUMENTAL CHURCH

A big THANK YOU to all the donors who have helped support our 2017-2018 Monumental restoration projects!

The Beirne Carter Foundation
The Council of Historic Richmond
Elmon B. Duff Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Nathalie Klaus Charitable Lead Trust
Sara Belle and the late Neil November
Peachtree House Foundation
The Rock Foundation

Thank you to Junior Board Member Wes Barger, Jr. and Restoration Builders of Virginia for your beautiful craftsmanship on our new air vent covers at Monumental Church! Complete with 72 holes to signify the 72 lives lost in the 1811 Richmond Theatre fire.

MASONS’ HALL

We congratulate and applaud our fine friends, the Masons of Richmond Randolph Lodge Number 19, and an associated foundation Masons’ Hall 1785, for their efforts to bring new life to the historic Masons’ Hall. We know how daunting restoration challenges can be to owners of historic properties, particularly those of the early Federal period like Masons’ Hall.

Due to its age, history of uses, and association with important personages, Masons’ Hall in Shockoe Valley is one of Richmond’s most significant buildings. Built in 1785-1787, its history is so closely intertwined with the early history of Richmond that it is at times impossible to separate them. Think of Edmund Randolph and John Marshall, both leaders on the national stage, who mastered the details and built the governing principles and the governmental institutions that are the foundations of our nation to this day.

Structural repairs began in 2018, and are still underway. Several unique details revealed during the stabilization projects include:

• T and C Clark patented door hinges that were produced by a company not founded until 1795, ten years after construction began on Masons’ Hall;

• Palladian canopy covering the Masonic Master’s chair (attributed by some to Clotworthy Stephenson and William Hodgson) with its entablature moldings and Ionic capitals, similar to those found in the Virginia Capitol; and

• Early lightning protection in the style of Benjamin Franklin.

Historic Richmond continues to work with the Masons to plan for long term stewardship of this important building. This work would not have been possible without the generous support of the Matthew & Genevieve Mezzanotte Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee and Historic Richmond.
Historic Richmond’s Revolving Fund, among the oldest in the nation, was started informally by our two predecessor organizations in 1958, around the same time similar preservation organizations in Charleston and Savannah launched their programs. Each of our predecessor organizations began with about $10,000 to seed their respective programs. Since then, more than 100 buildings in Church Hill, the Shockoe Valley, the City Center, Monroe Ward and Jackson Ward have passed through Historic Richmond’s hands. Most were stabilized or restored and resold.

More than a year ago, our Board’s Neighborhood Revitalization Task Force was convened to study and provide direction to Historic Richmond’s ongoing neighborhood revitalization efforts. Based on the Task Force recommendations, as well as identified community needs (such as affordable housing) and potential best practices, we have been hard at work planning our next projects.

We are excited to be entering into a truly collaborative partnership with the City of Richmond and project:HOMES to revitalize a historic gateway corridor, while (1) providing affordable housing to below median income homeowners, and (2) preserving the rich architectural and cultural fabric of an historic neighborhood. We are grateful to the City, particularly Mayor Stoney, his team in Economic Development/Housing & Community Development, and Councilwoman Ellen Robertson, for their assistance in developing this partnership among nonprofits. We are also grateful for the support of the Virginia Sargeant Reynolds Foundation to make these projects possible. We look forward to sharing more “details” of these projects with you in the near future!

The Richmond 300 Master Planning process is in full gear and seeking your input. Community Consultation #1: Visioning will be conducted through seven visioning open houses to be held throughout the city September 20-29. The goal of these sessions is to obtain feedback from the community for their vision for Richmond in 2037 and big ideas to get there. YOUR HELP IS NEEDED to provide both the VISION and the DETAILS. You can make a difference!

In addition, the monthly meetings of the Citizens Advisory Council are open to the public, and they provide an opportunity for you to ask questions, make comments, and otherwise provide feedback. These meetings are generally held at 4:00 p.m. at the Main Library on the second Wednesday of every month.

We all want a thriving sustainable city with strong neighborhoods. We all want to keep Richmond unique, beautiful, and authentic. We urge YOU to get involved and to share YOUR THOUGHTS. Please see the Richmond300.com website for resources, meeting dates, materials, presentations, and - most importantly - ways for you to get involved! Please participate!
RICHMOND’S HISTORIC DESIGNATIONS

Recent news coverage has highlighted the fact that we have several different types of historic designations in the City of Richmond, and a particular property may have overlapping historic designations with different types of benefits and restrictions. A brief summary of each type of designation is presented below. For more details, please refer to the Virginia Department of Historic Resources’ website or the City of Richmond website.

| National Register of Historic Places (National) | The NRHP is the official list of historic places worthy of preservation in the U.S. Buildings can be listed individually or in a district as a “contributing” resource. **Listing in the National Register is honorary, there are no restrictions on what an owner of a listed property may do with their property, including with respect to demolition, unless the project is receiving Federal funding, licensing, or permitting.** However, listed properties that are income producing may qualify for certain preservation incentives, such as the federal historic rehabilitation tax credit. These credits can be combined with the state historic tax credit. |
|Virginia Landmarks Register (State): | The VLR is the Commonwealth of Virginia’s official list of properties important to Virginia’s history. Typically, a resource will be listed on the state register before being listed on the national register. Both registers use the same criteria for listing and, similarly, this nomination is honorary. **Properties listed on the VLR may qualify for the state historic tax credit.** This also applies to properties that have been determined eligible, but not formally listed, which can save the owner time and money required to submit a formal nomination. The state historic tax credit is more easily utilized by homeowners. |
| City Old & Historic Districts (Local) | CO&HDs are Richmond’s designated overlay zoning districts created by City Council to recognize and protect Richmond’s historic, architectural, cultural, and artistic heritage. An owner of a property in a CO&HD may not make exterior changes visible from a public right-of-way without first obtaining a Certificate of Appropriateness from Richmond’s Commission of Architectural Review. |

Historic districts not only contribute to Richmond’s authenticity by preserving historic architectural fabric, they also contribute to our economic vitality and entrepreneurial opportunity. Studies conducted in other cities have shown that there are more jobs per commercial square foot in areas composed of older smaller, more age-diverse buildings than in areas with mostly newer, larger buildings. Additionally, these areas have more than twice the rate of businesses with women or minority ownership, more jobs, and more non-chain establishments, than areas with mostly newer, larger buildings.

In Richmond, some of our historic neighborhoods that have been historically undervalued recently have seen significant increases in property values. While this may help long term residential owners develop generational wealth, it also highlights the growing issue of housing opportunities and affordability created by market dynamics. Studies have called for 18,000 new housing units (both single and multi-family) in the Richmond region to meet the area’s rapid population growth. The issue of how to “keep the neighborhood in the neighborhood” is an issue affecting all Richmond residents. We encourage you to weigh in on such issues through the Richmond 300 Master Planning process, as highlighted in the Richmond 300 section on page 6.

GRTC RAPID TRANSIT HAS ARRIVED!
In our Spring Newsletter, we discussed the City of Richmond’s RFP for the North of Broad/Downtown Neighborhood Redevelopment Project, and the comments and recommendations we provided in support of revitalization efforts in the project area. We said that, with this RFP, Richmond has the opportunity to plan, implement, and operate at a neighborhood or district-scale to achieve greater revitalization, environmental, and economic results, while at the same time contributing positively to the historic fabric of Downtown Richmond and the experience of citizens, residents and visitors to Downtown Richmond.

Since the Spring Newsletter, we have met with representatives of NH District Corp. several times to discuss their proposal for the project, and in particular how their proposal will impact the Blues Armory, the John Marshall House, and the Richmond Garage. Thus far we have been pleased with their response to our comments and feedback relating to the historic assets in the project area, unlocking Richmond’s historic street grid to create a street oriented, pedestrian friendly development, and the return of housing options with a mix of residential units and a mixed income approach. We look forward to reviewing the details and terms of NH District Corp.’s project proposal as that information becomes available, and development efforts proceed through the public process.

CAPITOL SQUARE

The General Assembly Building’s historic 1912 Life of Virginia façade designed by Alfred Charles Bossom of Clinton and Russell has been stabilized and protected for incorporation into the new General Assembly Building designed by Robert A.M. Stern Architects, LLP and Glavé & Holmes Architecture.

We are also actively monitoring additional projects in Capitol Square relating to Old City Hall and Morson’s Row.
THIS SPRING, TWO PAPERS WERE INTRODUCED AT CITY COUNCIL TO AMEND THE EXISTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS WITH STONE BREWERY TO ALLOW FOR THE DEMOLITION OF THE INTERMEDIATE TERMINAL WAREHOUSE #3 BUILDING, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW BUILDING IN ITS PLACE.

You know us - we would like to see the building rehabilitated (as had always been intended), and we are terribly saddened that one of the last buildings of Richmond’s historic waterfront is now slated for demolition. The Intermediate Terminal was constructed in 1937 and is a unique industrial building in Richmond, both in terms of its structure and in its approach to flood plain issues. Its location is very important because of the ongoing efforts to revitalize Richmond’s riverfront, and because it is located within the viewshed of the “View that named Richmond.”

We spoke up and asked for an Architectural/Archaeological Study. The Architectural Study was provided and reviewed by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, who concurred with the study’s recommendation that the building not be deemed eligible for listing on the National Register. This conclusion precludes the use of historic rehabilitation tax credits, making any faithful historic rehab economically challenging. We also asked for a public process to review the impact and quality of the project, as well as for height and mass limitations. If the Terminal building can’t be saved, then we would like to see any new construction on the Riverfront both respectful of the historic “viewshed,” and of a quality commensurate with the importance of the site. City Council is scheduled to hold a public hearing on the papers on September 24.

WESTHAMPTON SCHOOL

In July 2018, the Planning Commission advanced and City Council approved the rezoning of the Westhampton School and neighboring parcels to facilitate Bon Secours’ development of a Medical Office Building and the redevelopment of the Westhampton School “footprint.” We are grateful to the City’s Planning Department staff for highlighting the important history and architecture of the school in their staff reports to the Commission and Council.

Bon Secours has disclosed that it is working with potential development partners to explore opportunities for the Westhampton School buildings, giving priority to proposals involving preservation of, at a minimum, the 1917 building designed by Benjamin West Poindexter and Marcellus E. Wright Associated Architects. We thank Bon Secours for implementing a process to save the buildings, and for the preservation related commitments they made to Council, which include not demolishing the school buildings unless and until the Plan of Development (POD) has been approved; holding three community meetings in connection with any POD; and (short of a legally binding commitment) saving the 1917 building barring a catastrophe. We look forward to Bon Secours implementing a robust and open community engagement process in connection with the POD.

MONUMENT AVENUE COMMISSION

On July 2, 2018, the Monument Avenue Commission issued their report and recommendations. We know that it is not an easy task and are grateful to the Commission for their service to the City in working through these difficult conversations and complex issues.
Our February 22, 2018 panel lecture program on the History, Development, and Revitalization of Northside Streetcar Suburbs was standing room only! The crowd packed the Branch to hear Marion Cake (Director of Neighborhood Revitalization, project:HOMES), Kim Chen (Senior Preservation Planner, City of Richmond), Clark Glavé (Ark Construction & Development), and Ryan Rinn, (Executive Director, Storefront for Community Design) discuss their history as one of the first “rent-to-buy” developments and some of the first electric suburbs in the country, as well as the impact of zoning and redlining over the years, the neighborhood’s distinctive architecture, and current revitalization efforts.

Our March 22, 2018 lecture program featured Marc Wagner (Architectural Historian, Virginia Department of Historic Resources) discussing On the Road – Gas, Food, and Lodging - Virginia’s Auto Age Architecture and its Preservation. The program explored the mid-century period of roadside architecture in Virginia – from diners and gas stations, to burger joints – all built to serve an automobile-centric culture. Today, many of the remaining structures are hidden in plain sight (see if you can spot a few notable examples around Richmond), while others clearly evoke nostalgia for the great American icons of the Auto Age. Great lengths have been taken to preserve these structures and places.

VUU | INDUSTRIAL HALL

Historic Richmond was pleased to participate in the June 7, 2018 panel discussion at the Branch with Dr. Raymond Hylton and BCWH architects Charles Piper and Emily Hogan. The program focused on Virginia Union University (VUU), its history, and the 1899 Industrial Hall. Industrial Hall is one of the original “nine noble” buildings on VUU’s campus designed by noted architect John H. Coxhead. VUU’s two-phase rehabilitation project will restore this building into a center for arts and creativity. The rehabilitation and conversion of Industrial Hall gives VUU the opportunity to design a campus for the future, while also highlighting the significance of Industrial Hall to VUU and to Richmond!
REHAB EXPO

Our annual Historic Richmond Rehab Expo was held April 7, 2018 in Scott's Addition. A free, day-long expo, the Rehab Expo featured historic preservation related exhibitors and vendors. Through this event, Historic Richmond: connected people and resources to ensure the continued care of Richmond’s historic buildings; engaged the community in caring about and for our distinctive built environment - past, present and future; and served as an active and helpful resource for all facets of saving irreplaceable structures and places.

The event covered topics such as tax incentives, improving energy efficiency, plasterwork, windows, masonry, roofing, researching historic properties, and more. Exhibitors were available for questions regarding their area of expertise, and their table displays varied from information packets and photographs, to examples of exhibitors’ work and demonstrations.

A special thank you to all of our participating exhibitors and our host Paisley & Jade, as well as our sponsors Dominion Energy, Starbucks at Willow Lawn, and The Westhampton Pastry Shop. Watch our website for information about next year’s Rehab Expo!

RICHMOND HILL

Speaking of the Rehab Expo, Richmond Hill representatives have attended for the past two years to research restoration projects.

Since 1987, Richmond Hill - an ecumenical fellowship and residential community whose mission involves healing through prayer, hospitality, racial reconciliation, and spiritual development – has been part of our easement portfolio. Richmond Hill sits on the crest of Church Hill, on a site that held great significance for hundreds of years before Europeans even set foot on these shores. The property was developed by Richard Adams in 1788, and includes the 19th century Palmer-Taylor House, and buildings of the former Monte Maria convent.

Historic Richmond is proud to have supported the efforts of Richmond Hill from the beginning! We recognize the importance of ongoing restoration and maintenance work required to ensure historic properties sustain their significance and functionality. We applaud Richmond Hill for completing an Historic Structures Report, and we support their efforts to execute on the report’s findings and recommendations!

THE GOLDEN HAMMER AWARDS

Thursday, November 1, 2018 at Monumental Church Reception 6pm to 7pm | Awards 7pm to 8pm

The Golden Hammer Awards were started in 2000 with a goal of honoring excellence in neighborhood revitalization projects throughout Greater Richmond. Storefront for Community Design and Historic Richmond will once again partner together to host the awards to recognize professionals working in neighborhood revitalization, blight reduction, and historic preservation in the Richmond region.
Founded in 1959, the mission of The Council of Historic Richmond is to support Historic Richmond as ambassadors for Historic Richmond through self-enrichment gained from programs, tours, research projects, and attendance at educational events sponsored by The Council and Historic Richmond.
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The Junior Board of Historic Richmond is a group of individuals under the age of 40 that supports the mission and efforts of Historic Richmond through events and programs. At its monthly meetings, the group plans activities designed to stimulate interest and involvement by fellow young professionals and architectural enthusiasts. For instance, the Junior Board assists in running the Historic Richmond Rehab Expo (see page 11). The Junior Board also hosts additional events and programs for educational and fundraising purposes.

The Junior Board also helps staff plan, promote, and run Quoit Club, a monthly behind-the-scenes tour and happy hour that occurs at historic sites around Richmond between March and October. Quoit Club events regularly attracted crowds of over 125 people, and have raised significant funds for Historic Richmond in the process.

2018 Junior Board Members

Staci Phillips – President
Abbe Little – President-Elect
Amelia Paulie – Membership Chair
Erin Brooks – Marketing & PR Chair
Keith Murphy – Secretary
Wes Barger, Jr – Treasurer
Emma Williams – Quoit Club Chair
Paige Anderson – President-Emeritus
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Rebecca Robinson
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Michelle Taylor
Devon Tooley
Helen Vu
GARDEN DAY | SEMINARY AVENUE

The Council has had a successful partnership with the Garden Club of Virginia (GVC) dating back to Historic Richmond’s early neighborhood revitalization efforts in Church Hill. Historic Richmond began there by working with one city block, called the Pilot Block, to show how the entire neighborhood could be renewed and restored. The Pilot Block – bounded by East Broad Street to East Grace Street and 23rd Street to 24th Street – clearly illustrates the variety of architectural styles found in the neighborhood.

In 1965, to enhance the Pilot Block, Historic Richmond created and continues to maintain “St. John’s Mews” in partnership with the GCV. This garden along the alley behind the 2300 block of East Broad Street preserves a lovely view of the steeple of historic St. John’s Church, framed by an elm tree, and includes a granite spall-paved alley, a cast-iron summer house and a brick wall with five panes of cast iron rescued from junk yards and demolished houses. In the spring, Council returns to spruce up the Mews.

For more than five decades, this partnership with the GCV has thrived as the Council has partnered with the four garden clubs in Richmond to host garden tours highlighting historic homes and gardens in the Richmond area. In fact, the Council is the only host of a Historic Garden Week tour that is not a GCV-member club. The April 2018 tour highlighted Seminary Avenue in the Ginter Park Historic District, a community planned by Major Lewis Ginter in the 1890s with formal, tree-lined streets and a surprising variation of architectural styles, ranging from modest Queen Anne cottages to stately Colonial Revival mansions. Proceeds from these tours go toward Historic Richmond’s mission work to preserve, protect, and promote Richmond’s historic buildings, neighborhoods, and places.

QUOIT CLUB

In 2018, Quoit Club featured games of quoits at Tuckahoe Plantation; a walking tour of Church Hill centered around St. John’s Mews and Historic Richmond’s Pilot Block; the WPA-era Mobelux Post Office rehabilitation; mid-century buildings like The Handcraft Building and Ellwood Thompson’s Higgins Doctor Office; the Richmond Railway Museum; the Ellen Glasgow House; the Edgar Allen Poe Museum; and the John Brockenbrough House/White House of the Confederacy.

Stay tuned for next year’s season - it is going to be even more exciting!
I am pleased to report that Historic Richmond completed another strong financial year in 2017, while making great strides in accomplishing our mission to shape the future of Richmond by preserving our distinctive historic character, sparking revitalization, and championing our past and future architectural legacy.

Due to the dedicated support of our donors, strong investment performance, and careful management of our operating expenses, Historic Richmond realized an increase in net assets of nearly $800,000 during 2017. We closed the year with a cash and investment balance of $9.4 million. Historic Richmond also has property valued at approximately $2.1 million. Our ending total asset position for 2017 was $12 million.

On the revenue side, 100% of our contributions and program revenue were spent on mission-related programs and services. Due to the diligent management of expenses, over 80% of our total expenditures went toward preservation and educational programs and services.

Our Finance Committee is responsible for the financial management of Historic Richmond, including overseeing the investment and management of all funds; approving and monitoring compliance with budgets; and developing plans for the long term viability of our organization. The Committee oversees the external audit, and promotes adherence to a well-established set of internal controls.

Historic Richmond actively invests its resources in the Richmond community by protecting Richmond's most historically significant structures in accordance with our strategic plan. We are grateful for each and every one of our donors, who contribute so generously to Historic Richmond. Every donation is vital to enable us to shape the future by protecting and promoting the historic places that make Richmond unique, beautiful, and authentic. We at Historic Richmond are very fortunate to have such a supportive community that celebrates Richmond's historic environment.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Vallejo
Treasurer

Finance Committee
Rob Vallejo, Treasurer
Jon Bliley
Andy Clark
Betty Fahed
Doug Hanson
Dave Meyers
Carol Robbins
Curt Straub
Bill Tate
Harry Turton
Harold Williams

The financial information is derived from our 2017 consolidated audited financial statements. Copies of the audited financials and Form 990 are available upon request. Please contact Historic Richmond.
2017 ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS

The following contributions were received by Historic Richmond from January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017. We are grateful to the individuals, foundations and corporations who have so generously supported our multi-faceted mission. We thank you for investing in our efforts to help protect and promote the buildings and places that make Richmond so unique.

1935 SOCIETY $25,000 +
The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Virginia Sargeant Reynolds Foundation
J. Sargeant Reynolds Jr. R. Roland Reynolds
Austin Brockenbrough III

HISTORY BUILDER $10,000 - $24,999
Mrs. E. Reed Carter
The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Mr. Roy E. Burgess II*
The Council of Historic Richmond

CITY VISIONARY $5,000 - $9,999
Dominion Energy
Elmon B. Duff Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Mrs. Rita Smith
Mr. and Mrs. J. Randolph Hutcherson
Mr. and Mrs. David I. Meyers
Anne C. & Walter R. Robins Foundation
Mrs. Rita Smith
Sarah Spencer Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan H. Biley Mr. George S. Trees Jr.
Steven R. and Amy M. Williams

URBAN REVITALIZER $2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Brockenbrough Family Fund of The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Mr. Austin Brockenbrough III
Mr. and Mrs. Beverley L. Crump
The Overton and Katharine Dennis Fund
Mrs. Janet D. Branch
Ms. Elizabeth O. Dennis
Mr. Todd R. Flowers
Bruce B. Gray Fund II
of The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Nancy and Bob Hill
Estes Express Lines
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Grover
McKinnon and Harris, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Massie Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory H. Ray
TowneBank Richmond Foundation
Jim and Bobbie Ukrop
Scott and Lilo Ukrop
Ted and Katie Ukrop
Mrs. Martha A. Warthen
Mr. Richard T. Witt
Cox-Johnston Fund of The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Miles C. Johnston Jr.
Nathalie L. Klaus Charitable Lead Trust
Mr. James W. Klaus
Mr. and Mrs. Philip W. Klaus Jr.
Lowe, Brockenbrough & Co Inc.
Mutual Assurance Society of Virginia Fund of the Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Mr. C. Lewis Marsh
Charlotte and Gil Minor
Mrs. Frederica C. Mullen-Fenn
C.D.L. and M.T.B. Perkins Fund of the Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Mrs. Mary Bryan Perkins
Ms. Laurie Petronis
RECO Industries
Mr. Robert C. Courain Jr.
Rencourt Foundation
Mrs. Sarah Schutt Harrison
Charles and Ann Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Agustin Rodriguez
Ruth Camp Campbell Foundation
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas J. Hanson
Ms. Mary Harding Sadler and Mr. Camden Whitehead
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Scott
Mrs. Howard M. Summerell
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Vallejo
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Warthen III
Mr. Robert H. Welch*
Paul and Julie Weissend
Miss Isabella G. Witt
Allison and Watson Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wright Jr.

ARCHITECTURE ADVOCATE $500 - $999
Anonymous
Audacious Foundation
Mr. Keenan Orfalea
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C. Ackerly
Mr. A. Marshall Acuff Jr.
Marc and Paige Anderson
Drs. J. T. and M. L. Bayliss
BCWH
Melissa Bowen-Rees
Dr. and Mrs. O. Christian Bredrup Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Caperton
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cheek
Nancy and Joe Cheely
Mrs. Carole C. Conner
David Cooley and Jessica Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic H. Cox Jr.
Jo Anne Drucker and Jim Thompson
Joe and Mary Ellen Fahed
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Farley IV
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gottwald Sr.
Mr. David Hallock and Dr. Megan Healy
Mr. and Mrs. Brent S. Halsey
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Herzog
Miss Frances W. Holladay
The Honorable Clarence N. Jenkins Jr. and Dr. Pamela J. Royal
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. W. Kirby
Mr. and Mrs. Peter I. C. Knowles II
Kutak Rock LLP
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Large
Mr. R. Hart Lee and Ms. Elizabeth Carrington Shuff
Jonathan and Katherine McDonald
Jeanette and David McKittrick
Carol McKnight
Mrs. Thomas M. Miller
Ms. Camilla Hyde Moffatt
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Page Moffatt
Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert Mooney
Mr. Robert Porter
Thomas T. and Corbin K. Rankin
Kristin Richardson
Mr. Theodore R. Robb
Martha and C. B.* Robertson
Ms. Carol L. Robbins and Mr. Ed Crowder
Mr. and Mrs. James Ryland
Sadler & Whitehead Architects, PLC
Edmund A. Saunders, Janie O. Saunders & Jane Quinn
Saunders Endowment of the Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Massie Scott Fund
of The Community Foundation Serving Richmond and Central Virginia

*Please note that some names are marked with an asterisk (*) indicating that the individual may have made contributions in other categories as well.
Kathryn Gray and Alex Nyerges
Kelly and John Owen Gwathmey
Mr. John R. Hebberd
Mr. and Mrs. Donald B. Heslep
Dayd Foard Hood
Mr. and Mrs. Haywood B. Hyman Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Innes
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jefferson III
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Jennings III
Champ Roberts Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. F. Claiborne Johnston III
Margaret Jones and William Dowsett
Mark and Jolanda Knezevich
Ms. Sarah Kramer
Eleanor G. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. William Loughridge
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Little
John and Mary Lucas
Lucky Companies Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Ludden
Matthew and Melanie Maggy
Ms. Lynne McClendon
Dennis and Joanne McDonald
Matthew McDonald and Megan Leiby
Mary K. McDonald
Charlie and Carter McDowell
Mr. and Mrs. R. Wheatley McElroy III
Dr. Anne H. and Mr. John L. McElroy III
Mr. Andrew R. McRoberts
Mary Beth and Philip Metcalf
Robert W. “Rob” Miller
Victoria D. Morahan
Nancy and Dewey Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Blair H. Nelsen
Martha C. Nesmith
Mrs. Patsy K. Pettus
Alex and Staci Phillips
Trudy and Cliff Porter
Danielle and Robert Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Putze Jr.
Ms. Marika A. Rawles
Cindy Rayner
Carter and Joe Reid
Mr. and Mrs. W. Taylor Revey III
Liz and Al Rider
Walter S. Robertson III & Susan Fitchett Robertson Family Fund of The Community Foundation
Serving Richmond and Central Virginia
Daniel and Nina Scherotter
Mrs. Marian Schurtumpf
Jane Schwarzschild and V.R. Shackelford III
Mr. William H. Schwarzschild III
Brooks and Jennifer Smith
Mrs. Stacy S. Smith
Robbin and Bob Steele
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Tate
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Turton
Janet B. & Roger H. Tutton MD
Mr. and Mrs. E. Massie Valentine Jr.
Granville and Peyton Valentine
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lee Valentine II
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon W. Wallace Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott R. Warren
Nancy and John West
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne A. Whitham Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fielding L. Williams Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Williams III
Gene and Shirley Winter
Sarah Jane and Russell Wyatt
Mrs. John G. Zehmer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Ziegler IV

 FRIEND $100 - $249
Anonymous
Ms. Ann Miller Andrus
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Ayers Jr.
Sally T. Bagley
Robert and Jane Ballenger
Eric and Spencer Ballou
Robert and Sandra Balster
Ms. Ceil Baxter
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Beazley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Bice
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Bickford
Mr. Joshua S. Bilder
Tom and Mary Virginia Billey
Hylah and McGuire Boyd
Ms. Erin Brooks
Judy S. Brown
Mr. W. Hamilton Blyson
Walter Bundy
Mr. Harry Burt
Libby and Bob Burton
Elizabeth H. Butterworth
Dr. and Mrs. *John B. H. Caldwell
Dr. and Mrs. Edward D. C. Campbell Jr.
Mr. Brian M. Cann
Mrs. Mary S. Cardozo
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Carreras Jr.
Anne Caskie*
Jerome T. Cherry
Dr. and Mrs. Richard M. Clay
Tom and Alice Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Corbin
Berenice D. Craigie
J. Robert Cross
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Davenport Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Causey Davis
Mr. Samuel A. Derieux
John and Mary Dowsett
Joni and Mark Dray
Robert and Stephanie Evans
Mrs. Welby Fairlie
Mark and Barbara Flatin
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Fockler Jr.
Stephanie and Brian Ford
Mr. and Mrs. James Forsythe
Anne Hobson Freeman
Ms. Peggy Friedenberg
Mr. and Mrs. G. Waddy Garrett
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis R. Garza
Mrs. Joan B. Gates
Ms. Nancy Gleason
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley H. Gunter
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott M. Harrigan
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hinson
Mr. and Mrs. John
Cameron Hoggan Jr.
Guy and Marion Horsley
Mr. George Hostetler
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Howard
Carroll and Robin Hurst
Dr. and Mrs. Richard A. Jackson Jr.
Lally Jennings
Doug and Judy Jessup
Mr. Charles E. Johnson Jr.
Pat and Jackie Keith
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. King
Ms. Ellen S. Kreuter
Mr. Tyler Ladner
and Mrs. Noopur Garg
Nelson D. Lankford
J. Patterson Lawson
Ms. Sue LeGrand
Ms. Gail Leviner
Lincoln Family Foundation
Mr. Christopher J. Lumpkin
Mr. Calvin C. Loth
Mrs. Wilana Kemp Madden
Patrick and Robin Mapes
Anne L. McCracken and James E. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. McGraw Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Katherine T. Mears
Barbara A. Munjas
The Honorable and Mrs. W. Tayloe Murphy Jr.
Ms. Carol S. Nance
Mary and Scott Nesbitt
Deborah H. Noland
Matt Ott
Amelia and Josh Paulie
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Pearsall III
The Pedersons
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan S. Perel
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Perry
Clinton and Danielle Peters
Tripp Pollard and Elizabeth Outka
Ms. Leighton Powell
S. Waite Rawls III
Selden Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory B. Robertson
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Keith Sakai
Rachel and George Sanborn
Eileen and Tom Sanders
Mr. Walter W. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Seegers Jr.
Mr. Joshua Shelton
Jack and Mary Spain
Fletcher Stiers*
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Strauss
Mr. Alan Case Stringer
Burrell W. Stultz
Barbie Such
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Szymbonik
Mr. John K. Taylor
Missy and Henry Tenser

Preservationist $250 - $499
Anonymous
Dr. John M. Alexander & Helen F. Inconstanti-Alexander
American Endowment Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Addison B. Thompson
Dennis Andersen
Mr. and Mrs. S. Wyndham Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwin Broadbent Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonie Buckley
Mr. and Mrs. Philip P. Burks Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Tate
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Corbin
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hinson
Mr. and Mrs. John
Cameron Hoggan Jr.
Guy and Marion Horsley
Mr. George Hostetler
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Howard
Carroll and Robin Hurst
Dr. and Mrs. Richard A. Jackson Jr.
Lally Jennings
Doug and Judy Jessup
Mr. Charles E. Johnson Jr.
Pat and Jackie Keith
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. King
Ms. Ellen S. Kreuter
Mr. Tyler Ladner
and Mrs. Noopur Garg
Nelson D. Lankford
J. Patterson Lawson
Ms. Sue LeGrand
Ms. Gail Leviner
Lincoln Family Foundation
Mr. Christopher J. Lumpkin
Mr. Calvin C. Loth
Mrs. Wilana Kemp Madden
Patrick and Robin Mapes
Anne L. McCracken and James E. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. McGraw Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Katherine T. Mears
Barbara A. Munjas
The Honorable and Mrs. W. Tayloe Murphy Jr.
Ms. Carol S. Nance
Mary and Scott Nesbitt
Deborah H. Noland
Matt Ott
Amelia and Josh Paulie
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Pearsall III
The Pedersons
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan S. Perel
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Perry
Clinton and Danielle Peters
Tripp Pollard and Elizabeth Outka
Ms. Leighton Powell
S. Waite Rawls III
Selden Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory B. Robertson
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Keith Sakai
Rachel and George Sanborn
Eileen and Tom Sanders
Mr. Walter W. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Seegers Jr.
Mr. Joshua Shelton
Jack and Mary Spain
Fletcher Stiers*
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Strauss
Mr. Alan Case Stringer
Burrell W. Stultz
Barbie Such
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Szymbonik
Mr. John K. Taylor
Missy and Henry Tenser
2017 ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS

Mrs. Anne Nelson Thorn
Ms. Terry S. Tosh
VAMAC
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Perry
Mr. Edward Villanueva
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. Watts II
Cynthia and Charles Webb
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas D.
Westmoreland
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Wheary III
Sarah Whiting
Mary Wick
Mary Denny Wray
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph W. Wyckoff
Adam and Nadine Zimmerli
Mr. Douglas Zirkle
Mr. Lloyd Zuckerberg

CONTRIBUTORS $1 - $99
Mr.* and Mrs. John P. Ackerley III
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Addison
Amazon Smile
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter A. Applewhite
Arthur Glasgow Charitable Trust
Bob Bell
Belle Isle Craft Spirits Inc.
Ms. Cindy Bennett
Ms. Elizabeth Berry
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Bland
Mrs. Caroline Y. Brandt
Ms. Maria Brown
Ms. Sarah Bryant
Ms. Stephanie Caperton
Ms. Sharon Carter
Michelle Caton
Mr. Tyler Charles
Dr. Jan F. Chlebowski*
Ms. Alexa Cleveland
Ms. Elizabeth Coffield
Ms. Leslie Crudele
Mary Stuart Cruickshank
C. DeBoer
Mr. and Mrs. John A. DeLoyt
Ms. Ethel Eaton
Tom and Lyn Emory
Dr. Stuart V. Grandis
Mr. and Mrs. G. Earl Griffin
Ms. Alicia Guillama
Jane and Chip Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Hankins Jr.
Ms. Barbara Hartung
Tony Hawkinsion
Mr. and Mrs. John Huddle
Ms. Mary Lou Ivey
Dr. and Mrs. Charles M. James
Harl LaPlace Jeffrey
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Johnson
R. Kaplan
Molly and Matt Kaufman
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kostelny
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lamb
Ms. Meredith Lauter
Ms. Kimberly P. Lewis
Mrs. Joan W. Losen
Ms. Teresa Luckert
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mazur
Mrs. Mary G. McCormack
Lee McCown and Laura Cameron
Rieman McNamara Jr.
Lucy B. Meade
Ms. Frances Minner
Mr. Ryan Mitscherlch
Mrs. Joni Moncure and Mr. Michael Casasnovas
Mr. Terrence M Moore
Ms. Kathleen Morgan
Ms. Lee Ann S. Motley
Lloyd and Maryann Moulton
Deborah Noland
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Okes
Mr. and Mrs. Rosewell Page III
Emilia and Kevin Penney
St. George Bryan Pinckney
Mr. Gregg D. Reynolds
Rebecca Robinson
Martha B. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Salmon
Elizabeth D. Seaman
Mrs. Juellisa A. Secosky
Dr. and Mrs.* James Asa Shield Jr.
Ms. Mani Solomon
Margaret Southwick
Ms. Jane Sper
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Stallings
Mrs. Susan R. Stevick
Mr. Joseph Lee Stiles
Robert and Mary-Helen Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Szymonik
Mr. G. William Thomas
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Toler
Mr. Randall Welch
Ms. Julia D. Whiting
Ms. Emma Williams
Lisa and Frank Wood
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Yudkin

LEGACY GIFTS: BOCOCK SOCIETY
Arthur Glasgow Charitable Trust
Mr. Roy E. Burgess II*
Mr. Ambrose Congreve*
Dr. Waverly M. Cole*
Dr. John R. Cook*
Mr. George T. Glenn*
Mrs. Helen Hamilton*
Mr. H. Preston Harrison*
Mrs. Nathalie L. Klaus*
Ms. Ellen S. Kreuter
Dr. William Lipps
Mrs. Betty J. Moore*
Mr. and Mrs. Eric L. Boyer

Do you share Historic Richmond’s mission to shape our City’s future through preserving our distinctive historic character? Please consider how you could assist us in strengthening the foundation of Historic Richmond through our LEGACY SOCIETY. If you have included Historic Richmond in your estate plans, or would like information regarding different planned giving options, please contact Historic Richmond’s Development Office at 804.643.7407.

2017 MONUMENTAL CHURCH
RESTRICTED GIFTS
The Council of Historic Richmond
Elmon B. Duff Charitable Lead Annuity
Trust
Nathalie L. Klaus Charitable Lead Trust
Peachtree House Foundation

2017 JOHN G. ZEHMER JR.
PUBLICATION FUND GIFTS
Dr. and Mrs. Reynolds Norton Zehmer

2017 ST. JOHN’S MEWS
Carol McKnight

2017 GIFTS IN MEMORY
In Memory of Mr. Dennis Belcher
Mr. W. Hamilton Bryson
In Memory of Mr. Lewis T. Booker
Mrs. Nancy B. Booker
In Memory of Mr. Paul D. Camp
Mr. Walter W. Scott
In Memory of Mr. Donald Charles
Mr. Tyler Charles
In Memory of Darlene M. Johnson
Mr. Charles E. Johnson Jr.
In Memory of Yvonne Pinckney
Mr. St. George Pinckney
In Memory of Mr. James H. Whiting
Ms. Sarah Whiting
In Memory of Mr. John G. Zehmer Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Reynolds Norton Zehmer

2017 GIFTS IN HONOR
In Honor of Mr. Andrew K. Clark
Mr. R. Scott Ukrop
In Honor of Ms. Cyane B. Crump
Dr. and Mrs. O. Christian Bredrup Jr.
Anne L. McCracken and
James E. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Seevers Jr.
Mr. R. Scott Ukrop
In Honor of Mrs. Sara Garza
Ms. Frances Minner
In Honor of Mr. David Meyers
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Seevers Jr.
In Honor of Ms. Kathleen Toler
Stephanie and Brian Ford
In Honor of Mr. R. Scott Ukrop
Ms. Martha A. Warthen

In Honor of Ms. Martha Warthen
Mrs. Philip Bagley III
Mr. R. Scott Ukrop

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
Altia Group, Inc.
Dominion Resources
Genworth Foundation
Lincoln Financial Foundation
Luck Stone Foundation
Pacific Life Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
TowneBank Richmond Foundation
United Technologies Company
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign

IN KIND DONATIONS
Organizations
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
McGuire Woods
Paisley & Jade
Troutman Sanders

Individuals
Ms. Nancyellen Keane
Mr. Ed Kidd
Mr. Hunter McGuire
Mr. Scott Reed
Ms. Martha Warthen

2017 CELEBRATE THE CITY | MASKED AFFAIR
Altia
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Prime Lending
Wiley | Wilson
Smith | Strong PLC
Belle Isle Spirits
Boost
White House Catering
Legend Brewing
Party Perfect
Vinyl Headlights

2018 QUOIT CLUB SPONSORS
Dominion Energy
Trust Company of Virginia

2018 SEMINARY AVENUE | GARDEN WEEK
Homeowners and Partners
Basket and Bike
Ginter Park Presbyterian Church
Ginter Park Woman’s Club
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
Kitchenette
Kristin P. Walinski
Myrna and Joseph Morrissey
Jennifer and Andrew Clark
Rodney Poole
Maggie Stewart
Cindy and Aaron Sullivan
The Steele Group Sotheby’s
International Realty
Style Magazine

2018 CELEBRATE THE CITY GALA | A NIGHT ON GRACE STREET
Presenting Sponsor
Dominion Energy

Theatre Row
Altia
McGuire Woods

Grace Street
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Smith | Strong
Troutman Sanders

Broad Street
Glavé and Holmes
Williams Mullens
McKinnon & Harris
Lowe Brockenbrough
BCWH

6th Street
Genworth

Lead Patrons
Susan and Jeff Fisher
David Hallock and Megan Healy
Penelope Kyle and Charles Menges
Leslie Stack and Frank Rizzo
R. Scott and Lilo Ukrop
Allison and John Woodward

Every effort has been made to accurately reflect the donations made from January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017. If you contributed and your name was inadvertently omitted or misspelled, please contact our office at 804.643.7407. We sincerely apologize for any mistakes.

*Donor deceased

A NIGHT ON GRACE STREET

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2018
at six thirty in the evening
Dominion Energy Center
(Carpenter Theater)

For more information:
HistoricRichmond.com/ANightOnGraceStreet
UPCOMING EVENTS

October 27

A Night on Grace Street
Dominion Energy Center
(Carpenter Theatre)
600 East Grace Street
6:30 p.m.
Tickets: $250 | $500 VIP ticket per person

November 1

Golden Hammer Awards
Monumental Church
1224 East Broad Street
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: $20 per person

December 9

Court End Christmas
Monumental Church
Music by Main Street Station
A Cappella
1224 East Broad Street
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Tours
Tickets: Free Admission

Go to www.historicrichmond.com for a full schedule of our events.